ClassWalk, the iPad app that enables school administrators to more efficiently conduct focused classroom observations. Generate data to guide whole school professional development.

TO COMPLETE A WALKTHROUGH

- Add a teacher:
  - Enter name, grade level, and subject area
  - No matching subject area? Go back and create a new one!
  - Name it

- Add your own Teacher Group:
  - Name it

- Add New Group:

Before you can build or use any part of the program, you have to enter teachers into the system.

BUILDING CUSTOMIZED TEMPLATES

- Add a new template:
  - Name the template and choose at least one criteria
  - No matching criteria? Create a new one!
  - Add new criteria

- Type your criteria

After teachers have been entered, you are ready to use the already established templates, or build your own customized template.
TO COMPLETE A WALKTHROUGH

Choose a teacher
Choose a template
Complete the walkthrough
Finish the process

Repeat until all walkthroughs are complete

Because walkthroughs are short 3-5 minute observations, multiple walkthroughs over a period of time are required for valid school-wide data.

TO BUILD REPORTS

Choose how to disaggregate the data
Choose more detailed
Create your report here

Receive your report via email or save it in your photo

After multiple walkthroughs over a period of time have been completed for a focused template, you can build reports from the data collected.

If at any time, you need help, click on the info sign for help.
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